
Form with finest woven natural hair furs

More than 100 years of choice handcrafted art

Reinhard Schulte GmbH has been manufactur-

ing woven fur out of finest natural hair  since 

1901. More than 100 years of experience with 

the production and processing of natural 

woven fur has made us one of the worldwide 

leading weavers of finest natural hair  fabrics. 

Weaving mill, dye shop and equipment are all 

under one roof and every stage of production 

is subject to our stringent quality control. 

The pile fabrics are ecologically innocuous. 

No animal must suffer for the manufacture of 

the fur. For the materials and supplies we 

ensure absolute environmental compatibility. 

All for the good of our customers and the 

environment. 

Reinhard Schulte GmbH · Holteistr. 8 · 47057 Duisburg · Germany ·  Tel. +49 203 99398-0  www.schulte-fabrics.de · e-mail: service@schulte-fabrics.de
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Gestalten mit Edelhaarfellen

Über 100 Jahre erlesene Handwerkskunst

Seit 1901 stellt die Firma Reinhard Schulte 

GmbH Webfelle aus Edelhaar her. Die über 

100-jährige Erfahrung mit der Fertigung und 

Verarbeitung von natürlichen Webfellen hat 

sie zu einem der weltweit führenden Edel-

haar-Webern gemacht. 

Weberei, Färberei und Ausrüstung finden 

unter einem Dach statt und jede Produktions-

stufe unterliegt einer strengen Qualitäts-

kontrolle.

Die Florstoffe sind ökologisch unbedenklich. 

Für die Herstellung der Felle muss kein Tier 

leiden. Bei den Hilfs- und Betriebsstoffen wird 

auf absolute Umweltverträglichkeit geachtet.

Zum Wohle der Kunden und der Umwelt.
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Living DreamForm with finest woven natural hair furs

unique living worlds

WohnträumeGestalten mit Edelhaarfellen

einzigartige Wohnwelten



Luxurious interior highlights in fur. 

Our woven furs are 100 % natural pure 

luxury for your home collection. The furs 

are suitable for covering material in 

upholstery and furniture, as material for 

exquisite cushions and blankets, as warm 

and cuddly eyecatchers for floors and 

walls or for the individual beautification of 

individual furnishings. Your customer‘s 

favorite pieces of furniture are trans-

formed into unique precious items.  

Whether in the private living room or in 

office and business premises, our unique 

alpaca and mohair quality fabrics help 

you set artistic accents or develop living 

collections and complete lifestyle 

concepts. 

For people looking for something 
special. 

Our furs are among the most precious 

natural hair resources in the world and 

can be employed in practically any area. 

They can be put to versatile use in the 

interior decoration of a private jet, yacht 

or that special motor car. Whether the 

interior decoration or upholstery is 

completely covered with a fur or only 

individual accents in the form of cushions, 

wall coverings or similar are desired, the 

incomparable character of our hand-

crafted furs creates an atmosphere of 

luxury and elegance. 

Make nature dreams come true. 

The secret of our exceptional materials is 

the weaving system. The valuable natural 

hair is vertically woven into a basic cotton 

weave of warp and weft. A three-dimen-

sional fabric is created in such a way that 

it reflects the character of a genuine fur. 

Fine natural hair woven furs are a gift of 

nature and not available in unlimited 

quantities. Every individual fur is a 

lovingly produced unique object. Our 

furs, manufactured in handcrafted 

workmanship, permit us to respond 

totally to the desires of the customer with 

respect to color, thickness and size. Our 

genuine hair furs are not only beautiful 

but also robust and extremely long-lived. 

Unusual accents in the living area

unique living worlds

Mohair – When sheared, the hair of the Angora 

goat is called mohair. This pure white goat has 

naturally long, silky and curly hair. The natural fiber 

is the lightest of textile fibers and therefore very 

precious. It is durable, flame-retardant and 

preserves its brilliance over many years. 

Alpaca – The Alpaca lives exclusively in mountain 

valleys of the Andes in altitudes of up to 4,000 

meters and is exposed to extreme fluctuations in 

temperature. Its hair is one of the most superior 

and choicest natural raw textiles in the world. It is 

extremely fine and its fleece is very long, slightly 

waved and exceptionally soft. The animals are 

carefully shorn by hand only every second year. 

For unusual objects  

Furniture 
with character

Create living worlds

Visible luxury
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